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Tuesday Nov. 10 @7pm • Opening Night
And the Winner Is... FILM PROGRAM

a collection of short films produced in the last two years and awarded
at some of the most important film festivals in the world such as
Cannes, Berlin, Guadalajara, Cartagena, and San Sebastian.

Wednesday Nov. 11 @4pm
The Joys and Difficulties of Making a Short Film TALK

A Conversation Alex Lora (Spain) award winner at festivals such as
Guadalajara and Berlin, and a Goya and Guadí award, and Alberto
Ferreras (Spain/Venezuela), winner at festivals including OutFest,
Seattle and creator of the series Habla on HBO.

The Peculiar Side Of Life @7pm FILM PROGRAM

short films guided by ideas of migration and belonging, and the
knowledge that each of us has a story worth seeing. Films shown will
talk about recognition of the other, their values and their differences.

Thursday Nov. 12 @10am* and 4pm
We, the others… family, diversity, coexistence FILM PROGRAM

A program for the whole family focused on finding concepts of empathy
and inclusion through stories.
* This program will be put on with the participation of entities such as COJAM, the Prison
Complex of Jamundí and the Agustín Nieto Caballero public school, among others

FeminiStories FILM PROGRAM @6:30pm

Seek to address the different views of women from a perspective of
gender as a cross-sectional element that pushes for both men and
women to take action to achieve universal equality

Is there a female cinema?TALK @8pm

Stories of women or for women?, a panel discussion with renowned
Argentine filmmaker and actress Ana Katz, Mexican author Carmen
Boullosa, and Mexican director and winner of prizes at Havana and
Guadalajara Olivia Luengas, and will be moderated by Colombian
journalist Adalgiza Charria.

Friday Nov. 13 @6:30pm (New York)
Latinos in the House FILM PROGRAM

The Festival closes for the New York audiences with the program
Latinos in House, in which Corto Circuito celebrates the works of
Latinos in the United States.

@7:30pm (Valle del Cauca, Colombia)
Pacífico en Movimiento FILM PROGRAM

By listening and making visible the stories of the Colombian Pacific in
short format, the festival reaffirms its commitment to give a voice to
the emerging talents of the region.

FREE STREAMING FOR: New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Texas & Valle del Cauca, Colombia

